Carries out routine services and WOF checks on cars

Does repairs and services on trucks and buses, often called diesel
mechanics
Installs maintains and repairs electrical wiring and electrical systems
in vehicles
Checks and repairs motorcycles, scooters and all terrain vehicles

Replaces and restores body parts of vehicles that have been damaged

Paints vehicles to protect them from rust and to look good

Makes frames and parts for buses, vans and trucks

Sells motor vehicle panels, components and materials to
coachbuilders, refinishers & collision repairers
Sells new and used automotive parts and accessories

Sells new and used vehicles

Removes and refits tyres and tubes for all vehicles

Carries out wheel alignment and suspension repairs

Installs and repairs air conditioning systems and services compressors

Maintains and repairs automotive radiators, replace heaters and air‐
conditioners
Checks, repairs or replaces braking system components

Services diesel and petrol fuel injection pumps, governors and
injectors
Works with gas fueled engines such as LPG or CNG

Removes and replaces vehicle glass and mirrors

Design signs and graphics and does sign application

Put together motor vehicle parts and components to form finished
motor vehicles
Disassemble and assemble engines, weld, balance and grind
crankshafts
Repairs and maintains small machines such as lawnmowers and
chainsaws

Carries out services and inspections of marine engineers

Strip written off vehicles for re‐usable parts

Washes, vacuums, cleans and polishes the inside and outside of
vehicles
Helps motorists get petrol, wash windscreens and sells motor
accessories and food
Checks workshops to monitor the storage of dangerous goods

Removes waste such as oil, batteries, tyres and paint

Sells policies to customers to cover the cost of getting their vehicles
fixed if the case of an accident
Responsible for the booking in of work and dealing face‐to‐face with
the customers

Automotive light engineer
Automotive heavy engineer

Sign and stripe applications

Automotive electrical engineer

Automotive assembler

Motor cycle engineer

Automotive machinist

Collision repairer

Outdoor power equipment engineer

Automotive refinisher

Trailer boat servicing engineer

Coach builder

Automotive dismantler

Motor body supplier

Vehicle Groomer

Parts and accessories salesperson

Service station forecourt attendant

Motor vehicle salesperson

Dangerous goods inspector

Tyre fitter

Waste disposal company

Automotive aligner

Insurance company

Automotive air conditioning engineer

Service receptionist

Automotive radiator engineer
Brakes service engineer
Diesel fuel injection engineer
Alternative fuel specialist
Automotive glazier

